
 
 

 

October 25, 2023 

 

UNITED STATES EASES SANCTIONS ON VENEZUELAN OIL AND GAS, 
GOLD, AND SECURITIES 

 

To Our Clients and Friends:  

On October 18, 2023, following the signing of an electoral roadmap between Venezuela’s opposition 
and the regime of President Nicolás Maduro, the Biden administration announced a major relaxation of 
U.S. sanctions on Venezuela.  The broad package of measures—which eases restrictions on Venezuela’s 
oil and gas sector, gold sector, and secondary trading in certain Government of Venezuela securities—
represents a seismic shift from the “maximum pressure” campaign that since 2019 has prohibited 
virtually all U.S. nexus dealings involving key sectors of Venezuela’s energy-driven economy.  From a 
policy perspective, such incremental, and in some cases time-limited, sanctions relief appears calculated 
to incentivize the Maduro regime to take concrete steps toward the restoration of Venezuelan democracy 
with an eye toward holding a free and fair presidential election late next year. 

Notably, most U.S. sanctions on Venezuela, including a prohibition on most U.S. nexus transactions 
involving the Government of Venezuela, remain in effect.  Moreover, the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) has indicated that the continued availability of 
even partial sanctions relief is contingent upon the Maduro regime meeting its commitments under the 
country’s electoral roadmap, as well as with respect to individuals wrongfully detained in Venezuela.  If 
the Maduro regime reneges on those commitments, OFAC reserves the right to amend or revoke existing 
licenses at any time.  Those limitations notwithstanding, by authorizing a wide range of transactions 
involving Venezuela’s crucial oil and gas sector, the Biden administration has unveiled the most 
economically consequential easing of restrictions on Caracas since the advent of the Venezuela sanctions 
program—and opened the door to possible further sanctions relief in the months ahead. 

Oil and Gas Sector 

Among the measures announced in October 2023, the most impactful is Venezuela General License 
(“GL”) 44 which authorizes U.S. persons, until April 18, 2024, to engage in all transactions related to 
oil or gas sector operations in Venezuela, including transactions involving state-owned oil giant 
Petróleos de Venezuela, S.A. (“PdVSA”), subject to certain conditions.  Crucially, that general license 
sets forth a non-exhaustive list of authorized activities that includes:  (1) the production, lifting, sale, and 
exportation of oil or gas from Venezuela, and the provision of related goods and services; (2) payment 
of invoices for goods or services related to oil or gas sector operations in Venezuela; (3) new investment 
in oil or gas sector operations in Venezuela; as well as (4) delivery of oil and gas from Venezuela to 
creditors of the Government of Venezuela, including creditors of PdVSA entities, for the purpose of debt 
repayment. 

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy1822
https://ofac.treasury.gov/recent-actions/20231018_44
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy1822
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932241/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932231/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932231/download?inline
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The limitations included in GL 44 are relatively modest in scope.  For example, that license expressly 
does not authorize transactions involving certain blocked Venezuelan financial institutions; transactions 
involving certain Russian-owned or -controlled entities; or transactions involving “new” debt that are 
unrelated to the payment of invoices or the delivery of oil and gas to the Government of Venezuela’s 
creditors.  The license also excludes from its authorizations transactions involving Venezuela’s digital 
currency, known as the petro; dealings in debts owed to the Government of Venezuela; and the 
unblocking of property—which, as a practical matter, prevents the Maduro regime from accessing its 
holdings of cash and securities in the United States, which remain frozen. 

Although GL 44 on its face is limited to an initial period of six months, with the possibility that it could 
at a later date be renewed if the Maduro regime delivers on its electoral promises, the license nevertheless 
marks the most substantial easing of U.S. sanctions on Venezuela to date. 

Under the Trump administration, the United States during 2019 sharply escalated restrictions on 
Venezuela by imposing blocking sanctions on numerous substantial enterprises, including the state-
owned oil company PdVSA, the state-owned gold mining company, the country’s central bank, and 
ultimately the entirety of the Government of Venezuela.  Expanding on those earlier measures, the 
United States sought to further restrict the Maduro regime’s access to energy revenue by on multiple 
occasions in 2020 designating non-U.S. parties, including shipping companies and vessels, to OFAC’s 
Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons (“SDN”) List for engaging in dealings involving 
Venezuelan-origin oil. 

With the notable exception of a general license issued in November 2022 that authorizes certain specified 
transactions related to the operation and management by one named U.S. energy company of its joint 
ventures in Venezuela involving PdVSA, the United States had until this month continued to maintain 
sanctions pressure on Venezuela’s oil and gas sector.  With the issuance of GL 44, U.S. persons and non-
U.S. persons can potentially engage in a wide variety of U.S. nexus transactions involving Venezuela’s 
oil and gas sector, including exporting Venezuelan crude, investing in new energy projects, and 
recovering sums owed by the Government of Venezuela and PdVSA entities—including old, new, and 
future debts incurred in covered activities—through payments in the form of Venezuelan-origin 
petroleum and petroleum products. 

Gold Sector 

In addition to easing sanctions on Venezuelan oil and gas, the Biden administration further broadened 
the Maduro regime’s access to potential sources of hard currency by easing sanctions on Venezuela’s 
gold sector.  In particular, OFAC issued a general license that authorizes, without any time limitation, 
most U.S. nexus transactions involving Venezuela’s state-owned gold mining company, CVG Compania 
General de Mineria de Venezuela CA (“Minerven”), and its majority-owned entities.  Underscoring the 
apparent U.S. policy interest in permitting such gold-related transactions to proceed, that license 
authorizes U.S. persons to engage in dealings involving Minerven entities, including with the 
involvement of certain blocked Venezuelan financial institutions, namely the Banco Central de 
Venezuela or the prominent commercial lender Banco de Venezuela SA Banco Universal. 

https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/5486/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/5486/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/5511/download?inline
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm594
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm631
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm661
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/26786/download?inline
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1022
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm1038
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/929531/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932226/download?inline
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Concurrent with the issuance of that license, OFAC published guidance indicating that non-U.S. persons 
no longer risk becoming designated to an OFAC restricted party list such as the SDN List solely for 
operating in the gold sector of the Venezuelan economy.  Taken together, these measures suggest a 
willingness on the part of the current U.S. administration to allow the Maduro regime to monetize 
Venezuela’s considerable natural resources. 

Government of Venezuela and PdVSA Securities 

Finally, in a key development for investors and financial institutions, the measures announced in October 
2023 extend beyond Venezuela’s extractive industries to include an easing of sanctions on secondary 
trading in certain securities issued by the Government of Venezuela or PdVSA. 

Since August 2017, in an effort to limit the Maduro regime’s access to long-term financing, the United 
States has restricted U.S. persons from dealing in certain Venezuelan sovereign bonds, plus certain debt 
of, and equity in, PdVSA entities.  During that period, OFAC issued and repeatedly extended a pair of 
general licenses that until this month authorized U.S. persons to engage in all transactions related to 
certain specified Government of Venezuela or PdVSA securities, subject to the condition that any 
divestment or transfer of such securities had to be to a non-U.S. person.  On October 18, 2023, OFAC 
further amended those two licenses by issuing GL 3I and GL 9H, which presently authorize U.S. persons 
to both sell and purchase such securities—thereby permitting secondary trading in specified Venezuelan 
sovereign bonds and specified PdVSA debt and equity. 

Although the Biden administration has substantially expanded the circumstances under which U.S. 
persons can deal in financial instruments issued by the Government of Venezuela, two key limitations 
remain.  Prospective investors should be mindful that, except as separately authorized by OFAC, 
secondary market transactions involving specified Government of Venezuela or PdVSA securities 
generally cannot involve blocked persons (e.g., selling such securities to, or purchasing such securities 
from, an SDN).  Further, U.S. persons continue to be prohibited from participating in the primary market 
for newly issued Government of Venezuela or PdVSA securities. 

Next Steps Between Washington and Caracas 

In short, the recent easing of U.S. sanctions on Venezuela is noteworthy both for its breadth and for the 
fact that much of the relief extended to Caracas rests on a promise by the Maduro regime to in the future 
take further steps toward the restoration of Venezuelan democracy.  As it remains to be seen whether the 
Maduro regime will ultimately hold up its end of the bargain, a further easing of U.S. sanctions on 
Venezuela appears unlikely, at least in the near term.  However, in the event that the Maduro regime 
indeed takes concrete steps toward holding free and fair elections—such as lifting a ban on certain 
opposition candidates holding public office, allowing opposition candidates reasonable access to state-
run media outlets, and permitting international observers to monitor the casting and counting of ballots—
it is not out of the question that the United States could next year further ease certain remaining sanctions 
on Venezuelan financial institutions, Venezuelan financial instruments, or conceivably the Government 
of Venezuela itself. 
  

https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932241/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/5476/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/faqs/1136
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932211/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/media/932221/download?inline
https://ofac.treasury.gov/faqs/1136
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The following Gibson Dunn lawyers prepared this client alert: Erika Suh Holmberg, Scott Toussaint, 
Annie Motto, Adam M. Smith, and Rahim Moloo. 

Gibson Dunn’s lawyers are available to assist in addressing any questions you may have regarding 
these issues. For additional information about how we may assist you, please contact the Gibson Dunn 
lawyer with whom you usually work, the authors, or the following leaders and members of the firm’s 

International Trade or International Arbitration practice groups: 

International Trade Group: 

United States 
Judith Alison Lee – Co-Chair, Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3591, jalee@gibsondunn.com) 

Ronald Kirk – Co-Chair, Dallas (+1 214-698-3295, rkirk@gibsondunn.com) 
Adam M. Smith – Co-Chair, Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3547, asmith@gibsondunn.com) 

Stephenie Gosnell Handler – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-955-8510, shandler@gibsondunn.com) 
David P. Burns – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3786, dburns@gibsondunn.com) 

Nicola T. Hanna – Los Angeles (+1 213-229-7269, nhanna@gibsondunn.com) 
Marcellus A. McRae – Los Angeles (+1 213-229-7675, mmcrae@gibsondunn.com) 

Courtney M. Brown – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-955-8685, cmbrown@gibsondunn.com) 
Christopher T. Timura – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3690, ctimura@gibsondunn.com) 
Hayley Lawrence – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-777-9523, hlawrence@gibsondunn.com) 

Annie Motto – New York (+1 212-351-3803, amotto@gibsondunn.com) 
Chris R. Mullen – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-955-8250, cmullen@gibsondunn.com) 

Sarah L. Pongrace – New York (+1 212-351-3972, spongrace@gibsondunn.com) 
Anna Searcey – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3655, asearcey@gibsondunn.com) 

Samantha Sewall – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3509, ssewall@gibsondunn.com) 
Audi K. Syarief – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-955-8266, asyarief@gibsondunn.com) 

Scott R. Toussaint – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-887-3588, stoussaint@gibsondunn.com) 
Claire Yi – New York (+1 212-351-2603, cyi@gibsondunn.com) 

Shuo (Josh) Zhang – Washington, D.C. (+1 202-955-8270, szhang@gibsondunn.com) 

Asia 
Kelly Austin – Hong Kong/Denver (+1 303-298-5980, kaustin@gibsondunn.com) 

David A. Wolber – Hong Kong (+852 2214 3764, dwolber@gibsondunn.com) 
Fang Xue – Beijing (+86 10 6502 8687, fxue@gibsondunn.com) 
Qi Yue – Hong Kong (+852 2214 3731, qyue@gibsondunn.com) 

Felicia Chen – Hong Kong (+852 2214 3728, fchen@gibsondunn.com) 
Arnold Pun – Hong Kong (+852 2214 3838, apun@gibsondunn.com) 

Europe 
Attila Borsos – Brussels (+32 2 554 72 10, aborsos@gibsondunn.com) 
Susy Bullock – London (+44 20 7071 4283, sbullock@gibsondunn.com) 
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Patrick Doris – London (+44 207 071 4276, pdoris@gibsondunn.com) 
Sacha Harber-Kelly – London (+44 20 7071 4205, sharber-kelly@gibsondunn.com) 
Michelle M. Kirschner – London (+44 20 7071 4212, mkirschner@gibsondunn.com) 

Penny Madden KC – London (+44 20 7071 4226, pmadden@gibsondunn.com) 
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